INTRODUCTION
Although the majority of human genetic variation is shared across human populations (e.g. F st among continental groups generally does not exceed 15%), nearly four decades of empirical human genetic research have documented the existence of thousands of genetic markers with marked allele frequency differences among populations. For example, seminal work on documenting global patterns of protein polymorphisms by Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1) culminated in 'The History and Geography of Human Genes', which describes spatial genetic gradients across continents and highlights the concordance between gene trees and language groupings. Rapidly evolving mtDNA and Y-chromosome molecular polymorphisms were later used (and continue to be used) to trace hundreds of sex-specific migrations among groups. More recently, autosomal microsatellites and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays have been used to reveal population structure via analysis of allele frequency differences among populations. A variety of statistical approaches have been used, ranging from classical descriptors, such as Wright's F statistics [which are akin to factors in hierarchical analysis of variance (2) ] to non-parametric methods [such as principal component analysis of individual genotype data (3) ] to fully parametric models of the joint site-frequency spectrum (4) or shared haplotype patterns from multiple populations (5) . Genome-wide polymorphism data, initially with only a few hundred autosomal microsatellites, have clearly established differences in allele frequency among continental regions (6 -8) . More recently, data derived from single nucleotide polymorphism arrays found evidence of appreciable finescale structure within continents, and even within countries. For example, genome-wide autosomal SNP data have revealed strong statistical evidence for genetic substructure within Europe (9 -12), the Near East (7), India (13, 14) , China (7), the Americas (15) and Africa (B.M.H., in preparation), to highlight only a few.
Often, patterns of genetic substructure suggest that geographic barriers to gene flow play a key role. For example, using nearly 200 000 common SNPs, Novembre et al. (9) recreated a 'geographic map' of Europe by projecting the first two principal axes of genetic variation onto geographic coordinates (10) (11) (12) . This gradient of variation across Europe indicates how population structure need not have sharp boundaries; if individuals in a uniform extended territory tend to choose mates from neighboring groups, the genetic composition of the population will vary continuously with geography. This phenomenon can clearly extend to variation within countries, and genetic evidence exists for fine-scale substructure within Finland (16), Japan (17) , Mexico (18) , Qatar (19) and South Africa (20) . However, not all regions appear to have clearly differentiated populations; western Africa is striking for having very little fine-scale structure, at least at the level of resolution captured by common SNP data (21, 22) , even though these data included populations of Bantu and Non-Bantu Niger-Kordofanian, Afro-Asiatic and Nilo-Saharan speakers spread out over broad geographic regions. This suggests extensive gene flow in the region, a large effective population size and, by consequence, high levels of genomic diversity.
Broad patterns of population structure among humans are largely the result of ancient demographic events. According to the standard model for human evolution (23, 24) , 50 000 -60 000 years ago, a small group of eastern Africans, perhaps as few as 1000 individuals, drifted out of Africa and into similar terrain in the Near East. In individuals living outside of Africa, this 50 000-year-old bottleneck during the Out of Africa exit remains the most visible demographic imprint reflected in their genomes, contributing substantially to reduced heterozygosity in non-Africans. After this bottleneck, the population rapidly diverged; one population traced the coast of the Indian Ocean, reaching Australia in only a few thousand years (25) . Another, separate population expanded more slowly from the Near East northward into the European continent (24) . Serial founder migrations, where populations sequentially grow and bud off to find the next population, continued until the majority of the Eurasian and Oceanic landmasses were populated by 30 000 years ago; the North and South American continents were populated by a similar process beginning about 15 000 years ago. Clustering algorithms and principal component analysis of autosomal markers clearly reconstruct these continental boundaries among human populations (Fig. 1) . Subsequent migrations associated with multiple inventions of agriculture have served to homogenize genetic variation within continents and, to a lesser extent, between major geographic regions when, for example, Neolithic agriculturalists expanded from the Near East into Europe about 8000 years ago. The genetic proportion of European ancestry that traces back to these recent Neolithic farmers remains under considerable debate (1) . In contrast, fine-scale population structure probably stems from demographic processes that have occurred mostly in the past few thousand years, reflecting recent endogamous mating within populations that either have a similar language or culture, or live in a geographically circumscribed location such as an island.
FINE-SCALE POPULATION STRUCTURE
If we think of fine-scale population structure as emerging from very recent patterns of endogamous mating, we may visualize populations as extended, multi-generational pedigrees. Even though such a perspective has been traditionally reserved for a small number of isolated populations, a survey of 70 populations across the world found that individuals within populations often share large identical fragments of their genome by common descent from shared ancestors (B.M.H., in preparation). Individuals can even contain long runs of homozygosity (i.e. identical tracts on both chromosomes) that indicate a recent shared ancestor; runs of homozygosity are elevated, for example, in Mexicans and Scottish island populations (26, 27) . The amount of genomic sharing can be easily quantified and the degree of relationships between a random pair of individuals in a population can be estimated. For example, a random pair of individuals in the Ashkenazi Jewish population are as genetically similar, on average, as fourth cousins (28), indicating that recent genealogy may be of importance. The impact of inbreeding on the frequency of rare diseases has been demonstrated in historically endogamous populations, such as the Ashkenazim, Hutterites and some island groups (29, 30) . However, if many geographic regions throughout the world are finely structured as suggested by identical-by-descent (IBD) analysis, then populations in those regions may also have elevated rates of rare alleles and correspondingly of unique rare diseases. Indeed, in terms of the average amount of genomic segments' IBD, the Ashkenazim are not outliers in the global sample mentioned above. Many populations simply have not been systematically surveyed for unique variants or frequencies of rare diseases, which may differ from a random cosmopolitan sample.
SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL DIFFERENTIATION: DEMOGRAPHY AND NATURAL SELECTION
The population differentiation caused by endogamous mating can be amplified by additional evolutionary forces. Demographic history may vary wildly between groups within substructured populations and contribute to genetic differentiation. Although populations outside of Africa have experienced an ancient, severe bottleneck, regional populations may have been differentially affected by more recent founder events [e.g. Hutterites (31), Ashkenazim (28), Québécois (32) ] or rapid population growth due to technological innovations such as agriculture. The amount of genetic diversity as measured, for example, by the distribution of allele frequencies in a subpopulation (i.e. the site-frequency spectrum) can be used to distinguish between different possible demographic histories of the subpopulations (33, 34) . Demography, therefore, also influences the amount of standing variation on which natural selection can act. Populations that have undergone recent growth have a higher proportion of rare (,5% in frequency), young variants. Recent variants have had less time to be affected by natural selection, and therefore are proportionally more likely to be deleterious (35) : demography can therefore impact the number of deleterious alleles and heterozygous sites a given individual is expected to carry.
Historic differences in selection pressure among populations are another archetypal cause of population allele frequency differentiation (36, 37 Both the evolution of light skin pigmentation in Europeans and East Asians and the evolution of lactase persistence exemplify phenotypic convergence in distinct human populations, but the causal variants behind these phenotypes are independent. Scans for positive selection between continentally defined populations revealed that numerous genomic loci related to skin pigmentation are in the upper tail of distributions of allele frequency differences (30) . Light skin pigmentation is highly correlated with UV exposure, primarily on latitudinal gradients (38, 40) . Both European and East Asian populations occupy higher latitudes, but at least four genes (TRYP1, SLC45A2, SLC24A5 and MC1R) affecting skin pigmentation were identified in markers with the highest 5% of F st between these two groups, suggesting differential fixation of selected alleles may underlie some degree of skin color adaptations. In another example, at least four different lactase persistence alleles, an adaptation for prolonged, adult consumption of sugar from milk, have arisen in pastoralist groups around the world, including northern Europe, the Near East (41) and eastern Africa (42) , although these alleles are all upstream of a single gene, LCT. In sum, natural selection can differentiate populations at a variety of genotypes and phenotypes, such as hemoglobin count, skin pigmentation, lactase persistence as well as medically relevant phenotypes such as type II diabetes (38) and kidney disease (43) .
LARGE-SCALE RESEQUENCING AND POPULATION STRUCTURE
Large-scale patterns of human population genetic structure are evident from allele frequency differences among a host of classical (i.e. protein polymorphism, mtDNA, Y-chromosome) genetic markers. The past decade has seen characterization of fine-scale population structure through genetic analysis and compounding of small allele frequency differences across hundreds of thousands of common genetic markers. What remains unknown is the degree to which these slight differences in allele frequency, while allowing us to characterize recent genetic ancestry for individuals, are relevant for the design and interpretation of medical genomic studies of populations.
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In particular, it is critical to assess the extent to which relatively rare (0.1 -5%) genetic variation is shared among populations. Our understanding of the 'rare allele frequency spectrum', and its implications for medical genetics, history and human evolution, therefore has the most to gain from genomic studies sequencing a large number of samples within a population or across a set of closely related populations. Multiple existing and projected large-scale data sets and experimental programs fulfill this criterion, including the Human Genome Diversity Panel (HGDP) (44), the Personal Genome Project (45), the UK10K project (www.uk10k.org), the HapMap project (www.hapmap.org), the NIEHS environmental genome project (http://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/ supported/programs/egp/), ENCODE (http://www.genome. gov/10005107) and the 1000 Genomes Project (1000G) (1000 Genomes Consortium, in preparation). Many of these projects have multiple goals, combining medical and fundamental research. The choice of a sequencing or genotyping strategy reflected these goals and took into account population structure. A common design, used by the 1000G, as well as HGDP, NIEHS and HapMap, consists of choosing samples comprising numerous individuals from a limited number of populations around the world, in the hope of capturing both large-scale diversity and local variation.
The 1000G sets out to dramatically improve both the number of diverse populations with sequenced individuals and the number of individuals sequenced per population. One stated goal of the project is to identify 95% of the genome-wide variants above 1% in frequency, down to 0.1% frequency in coding sequence. The project has already released whole-genome data for 180 individuals in the YRI, CEU, CHB and JPT populations, with a mean sequencing coverage of 2 -4×, and target capture data for exons of 1000 genes for additional populations and samples ( Table 1 ). The main project will include both whole-genome (low coverage) and whole-exome (high coverage) data for 2500 samples drawn from 27 populations distributed in five groups (America, East Asia, Europe, South Asia, West Africa, see http://www.1000genomes.org). Interestingly, the role of population structure in the design of the TGP was not limited to sample choice, but also impacted the sequencing methodology: to compensate for the low coverage necessary to affordably sequence a very large sample size, data from similar populations are pooled and population structure is explicitly used to improve the quality of the variant calls (1000 Genomes Consortium, in preparation).
ADMIXTURE
Patterns of endogamy that give rise to population structure are not static: as migration to urban centers has increased and migration between continents accelerated over the past 500 years, individuals from many different, divergent populations have come into contact, and many models predict that only a limited amount of migration is required to largely eliminate differences in population frequencies.
However, the time to reach equilibrium is dependent on many factors (most notably degree of non-random mating) and, in this respect, population structure is still relevant in cosmopolitan communities or populations that have absorbed large numbers of migrants. Admixed individuals may contain haplotypes with deeply divergent ancestries (Fig. 2) , such as African-Americans who average roughly 75% The capture data targeted the exons of 1000 genes. Additional data for the 2500 samples currently or soon to be to be sequenced by the 1000G project can be found at www.1000genomes.org. (Fig. 1) . In many cases, it is possible to identify the ancestry of genomic segments: the most accurate method of assigning ancestry in admixed individuals is an area of active research (21, 47, 48) . Such local ancestry assignment, or 'admixture deconvolution', can be exploited in admixture mapping, and in inference of past demographic events (49) . Local ancestry assignment will be empowered by the increased description of rare variants (at frequencies of 0.1-5%), such as those discovered by the 1000 Genomes Project. Rare variants are likely to have recently arisen and segregate between populations and are informative markers of ancestry.
CONCLUSION
New sequencing technology enables genetic studies with larger and larger sample sizes, increasing our power to detect associations between genetic variants and medically relevant traits, especially in the case of rare variants. Understanding patterns of admixture and population structure is an important part of maximizing this detection power and reducing confounding factors in genome sequencing-to-phenotype association studies (50 -54). As we have seen in the analysis of dense array genotype data, the same sequencing technology that enables sequencing/phenotype mapping will also enable us to improve our knowledge of population structure at a fine scale. This improved knowledge should be of assistance not only in identifying structure in association studies, but also in the description of human history and genetic adaptation, and in the development of personalized medicine tools.
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